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Two worlds filled with pawns, and only the twinborn understand the game. Kyrus Hinterdale is about

to get drawn into a conflict, the likes of which he could never have imagined. His discovery that the

world in his dreams is real, and that his twin within that world dreams of him, sets him off on a quest

of self-discovery that could reshape two worlds. He is not alone with this special vision. Others like

him had been at it far longer, working secret plots and stealing secrets from one world to take

advantage in the other. Caught in the middle of an ancient conflict, Kyrus and his twin, Brannis,

must discover who can be trusted, who must be watched, and who is out to kill them. The Twinborn

Trilogy is an  best-selling epic fantasy series with multiple point of view characters. If you love

Wheel of Time, The Stormlight Archive, or A Song of Ice and Fire, you're probably used to waiting

years between books. The Twinborn Trilogy offers excitement, epic battles, and a fresh and

interesting premise, all contained within a completed series.
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This story has a large cast of characters many of which have twins in the other world that the reader

needs to keep track of. That is not so unusual for epic fantasy stories but when some characters

exchange places and all the twins start speaking as one person it can get a little tricky at times

keeping them straight. I could see where making a llist of characters and their corresponding twin

might have been helpful. I really liked the story though.

I had a difficult time getting into the first book of the trilogy. It was interesting but didn't completely



grip me until the climax of the first book. After that, I couldn't put this series down. Fascinating

interplay between deeply imagined worlds and characters, and intriguing plots that weave together

beautifully and keep you guessing. The main characters have many layers and grow and change

with time, blurring the lines between right and wrong and who is good and who is evil. Well worth

the slow beginnings and I highly recommend sticking with it to the end.

This was a freebie so I had no idea if I would like it. I was a little confused at times because there

are so many characters that are brought into separate story lines that eventually tie back together. If

you've read the Wheel of Time series you know how a story can jump around to follow different

characters experiences. Like Wheel of Time these are long books so not a short read (which is a

good thing in my book. So many of the free books get you hooked to buy many additional books to

get the whole story. I will be interested in this author's other series.

I am still reading, I think I just started the 3rd book (but reading on my iPad there are no breaks

between books). I have looked at other reviews to see if anyone else is bugged by the author's use

of befall - befallen, befell, etc. It's as though he looked in a thesaurus and found a synonym for

occur or happen, and liked it so much that's the only one he uses. I realize it's an old english type

word, but he could use transpire or reword the sentence to not use this word so often. I wish the

search function worked for this book, because I'd love to count them. By about 1/3rd of the way into

the 2nd book I started to feel like my eyeballs were getting scratched every time that word

appeared. That being said, I am enjoying the story, but very difficult to keep track of who's who and

where. You almost need to keep a notebook: Denrik = Jinzan; Soria = Juliana; etc etc Especially

now, as it seems like EVERYONE has a twin. Even though I've made it through 70% of the book, I

still don't feel like I own the geography, politics or personalities.

There were some nice twists and turns that I didn't expect. Well written with few dropped story lines

or otherwise irritating asides with no point.

I really liked this. Typos and wrong words used need to be cleaned up. Seemed like it got worse as

the trilogy went along. Although it seemed to run a bit long, I really had a hard time putting this

trilogy down. Really clever idea, extensive plot. So many characters in two worlds, that I lost track

sometimes of who was who.Overall, one of the best sets I've read in years.



One of the best fantasy series I have read in a couple years. I love his Black Ocean SF series, so I

decide to give his fantasy series a try. It is almost as good. His knows how to keep you guess and

very imagative worlds. The best part, he knows how to put a little humor or lightness in the story. A

lot of fantasys are so downbeat, I like to have a little fun while reading. The story goes along with a

quick pace. You won't be bored with a lot of details. Just a great fantasy adventure.

This book had so much promise, but didn't live up to its established potential. There were many

items and characters left unexplained poor dangling that it felt like the story never really sealed. This

book wasn't bad enough to stop reading, but I wouldn't recommend it to anyone.
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